Association of coding and UTR variants in the known regions with wet age-related macular degeneration in Han Chinese population.
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the leading cause worldwide of severe visual impairment among people older than 55 years of age. This study aimed to investigate the genetic association between coding and untranslated region (UTR) variants in previously reported loci and exudative age-related macular degeneration (wet AMD) in a Han Chinese population. Using our previously published whole exome sequencing dataset of 349 wet AMD patients and 1253 controls, we searched for associations between coding and UTR variants of the 72 genes located within the 47 reported wet AMD loci regions. From these, 25 variants in 18 of the 72 genes with P < 10 × 10-3 were selected for the first replication of Sequenom mass-array genotyping in 885 wet AMD subjects and 562 controls. Next, four SNPs were selected for further validation by SNaPshot genotyping in a third Chinese cohort with 456 wet AMD subjects and 211 controls. As a result, we identified two new potential coding and UTR variant SNPs (rs189132250 in BBX located in 3q12.1 and rs144351944 in FILIP1L located in 3q12.1) that showed weak associations with wet AMD in the Han Chinese population. These findings provide new information regarding the coding and UTR variants of the known wet AMD loci in the studied Chinese cohort.